
BENEFITS AHREND 1200 EDITION

Ahrend Design 
‘‘The Ahrend 1200 Edition is a special version of the original and award-winning Ahrend 1200. Thanks to the fact that 
the materials and colour range have been modified, we have honoured the beautiful design while also creating tension. 
In terms of details, the direction of the wood grain was deliberately chosen so as to highlight the unique form of the 
tabletop.”

> A distinctive range of work, conference and video-
conferencing tables with plug-and-play solutions 
integrated into the table top

> Touch down table and/or reading table with task 
lighting and power sockets integrated into the tops

> Modular construction, allowing for multiple 
configurations using minimal components

> An eye for detail and perfection; even the 
underneath and insides of the components have a 
high quality finish

> Exceptional and truly distinctive design, with the 
angled direction of the wood grain highlighting the 
tabletop’s form

> Made in Holland using high-quality materials

> Red Dot Design Award winner for a distinctive, 
excellent and original design



AHREND 1200 EDITIONRANGE

www.ahrend.com

Ahrend. A Cradle to Cradle company

Creating safe products and healthy environments

Basic
> Aluminium frame with Ahrend powder coats
> Modular principle based on die-cast aluminium legs, 

supports and couplings, all connected by an aluminium 
extrusion profile

> Table frame built into the legs with additional frames for 
large tops

> Tabletops mounted using aluminium studs, screwed into 
the underside of the tabletop, allowing the tops to be 
linked together

> Ciranol with black core, either in unicolours or in light 
and dark shades such as Navarra Pine, Lindberg Oak and 
Milano Walnut

Features
> Fixed height - 74 cm
> Rounded design - 160 and 200 cm (4-seat)
> Square design - 200 and 390 cm (8 and 16-seat)
> Right-angled design - 210 cm to 580 cm wide (4 to 16-seat)
> Videoconferencing design - 300 cm wide (5 to 7-seat)
> Boat-shaped design - 210 to 580 cm (4 to 14-seat)
> Smallest size - 210 x 120 cm
> Direction of the wood grain can be angled in many 

different configurations

Options
> Power points such as 4x230V incorporated into the 

tabletop and shielded by a cover
> Ahrend PuK wireless smartphone charger
> Lighting integrated into the tabletop (Luceplan Costanza)
> Ciranol with white core

Technical details
> Three types of aluminium 

high pressure die cast 
legs: the end legs, a 90 
degree corner leg and a 
180 degree connecting 
leg. Every leg consists of 
one or more parts with a 
connecting piece. The legs 
are adjustable in the event 
that the floor is uneven.

> The aluminium tabletop 
rail connects the legs to 
each other.

Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Ahrend is the sector’s most 
sustainable company in 
Europe and has set itself 
the goal of closing the full 
production cycles and climate-
neutral manufacturing by 
2020, using the principles 
of Eco Design and Cradle-
to-Cradle. The efficient use 
(and reuse) of materials is the 
central focus of this goal.


